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Dotted line reporting in peoplesoft

You can use fluid company to view employee personal and work information in the context of different hierarchical reporting structures in your organization. These topics provide an overview of direct, dotted line and matrix team reports, company directory operations list options, and how employees and managers use the PeopleSoft Fluid user interface to view the company
directory. For considerations about this setting, see Set up an organization chart viewer and enterprise directory. To view Direct line reports in the PeopleSoft Fluid user interface, see My Team, which is the PeopleSoft Fluid user interface for performing manager tasks. For general information about the smooth pages of PeopleSoft HCM, see Understanding peoplesoft fluid user
interface home pages. Image highlights, PeopleSoft HCM Update Image 17: Fluid Company Directory usability improvements page name definition naming Company Directory Tile HC_HR_SRCH_CD_GBL (this is the cref of the tile) Access to corporate directory pages. Search the company directory landing page HRCD_CO_DIRECT_FL people in your organization. Enterprise
Directory - Search Results page HRCD_SEARCH_FL view a list of employees who meet your search criteria. Enterprise Directory Profile Page Layout N/A Enterprise Directory - Profile pages appear in the context of a multi-panel layout. If you're using a medium to large form factor tool, the app displays left panel navigation, which consists of page category pages from which you
want to view contextual data in the main pane. If you are using a small device, there is no left panel navigation, but contextual data is displayed directly on the page. Click the rows within the page to see more information about the items. The Profile Page header provides access to general heading features in N/A Access, such as employee information, the Related Actions icon
button, the add or remove items from your favorite list, and, for devices with large sizes, access the View organization chart link. Additional panel of the company directory - Profile Pages N / Access is an additional panel that provides access to related information and simplified analysis. (New Year's) Profile page HRCD_PROFILE1_FL: View or view a person's information, such
as contact information, organizational information, job information, personal statement, or links to their profile. (New Year's) Profile - Contact information page HRCD_PROFILE1_FL HRCD_PROFILE4_FL view contact information, such as emails and location information. View the address HR_ADDR_MAP_FL the employee's location on the map. To learn more about
HRCD_PROFILE1_SCF add, update, or delete additional contact information on your personal profile, such as a home phone number, mobile or email address. Profile - Reporting page HRCD_PROFILE1_FL HRCD_PROFILE4_FL HRCD_PROFILE2_FL A A the structure of the person whose profile you have access to. (Tablet) &lt;Number&gt;Dotted Line managers page
HRCD_DOT_LINE_SCF a person's dotted line managers. Profil - Manage a dotted row HRCD_PROFILE1_FL HRCD_PROFILE5_FL create or remove dotted line reporting relationships. The person selection page HR_PSEL_FLU search and select a person as a dotted line report or dotted line report manager for this person. (New Year's) On the Employee Details HR_PSEL_SCF
view additional information about the employee. Profile - View HRCD_PROFILE1_FL HRCD_PROFILE4_FL HRCD_PROFILE3_FL direct or dotted line reports for the person profile you've reached. Profile - Peers page HRCD_PROFILE1_FL HRCD_PROFILE4_FL HRCD_PROFILE3_FL view partners or peers from person profiles in the content area, sorted by display name.
Other Teams - &lt;Team name=&gt;page HRCD_PROFILE1_FL HRCD_PROFILE4_FL HRCD_PROFILE3_FL view the list of matrix team members. (New Year's) Profil - View the task details page HRCD_PROFILE1_FL HRCD_PROFILE4_FL a person's company and task details. (New Year's) Profile - Page HRCD_PROFILE1_FL HRCD_PROFILE4_FL: View a personal
statement or links that this person has added to your profile. The Personal Statement page HRCD_PROFILE3S_SCF, update, or delete a Personal Statement or comment for your profile. Link Page HRCD_PROFILE3L_SCF, update or delete site link links to your own personal profile. View the hierarchical reporting HRCD_ORG_CHART_FL of a person on an enterprise directory
chart page. In addition to viewing contacts and personal information, PeopleSoft Fluid Company Directory allows you to view the reporting structures of people in your organization. The organization chart shows the following reporting relationships: An intuitive display of these relationships in the Company Directory and Organization Chart Viewer helps employees view and
understand them. On the Enterprise Directory tabs, in the Action List menu, you can perform additional enterprise directory operations. Picture: Enterprise Directory Action List Options This example shows the Action List settings in enterprise directory. When you reach the company directory in liquid, the banner in the upper-right corner displays the Action List icon button. The first
three items on the Actions List menu are specific to your Company Directory and allow you to quickly access your profile without specifying search parameters. Delete it in the Recently Viewed or Favorites section of the Company Directory landing page. Other action list settings are the PeopleSoft Fluid user interface and application Employees and managers can use the
Company Directory tile to access company directory pages. Navigation The Company Directory tile is delivered as part of the continuous employee self-service&lt;/Team&gt; &lt;/Number&gt; &lt;/Number&gt; Manager Self-Service home pages, but location can change if you change the landing pages or if employees customize their home pages. Picture: Enterprise Directory tile
This example shows the Company Directory tile. Click the tile to access the Company Directory page, which displays information about employees and their reporting relationships within your organization. Use the Company Directory landing page (HRCD_CO_DIRECT_FL) to search for people in your organization. Two other folding sections appear on the landing page: a list of
recently viewed employee profiles and a list of people added to the company directory favorite list. Navigation: Click the Company Directory tile on the Delivered Employee Self-Service or Operator Self-Service Fluid Home page (or any other home page with the tile). Picture: (Tablet) Company Directory Landing Page: This example shows the company directory opening page for
your tablet. Picture: (Smartphone) Company directory landing page This example is shown on the company directory opening page of your smartphone. A standard banner appears at the top of each sensnikis page. For more information: Common Elements Used with PeopleSoft Fluid User Interface. Select an employee line to access that person's Profile pages. On the Company
Directory Search Results page (HRCD_SEARCH_FL), you can view a list of employees who meet your search criteria. Navigation: Enter the search criteria in the Search enterprise directory box, and then click Run Search (&gt;&gt;). Picture: (Tablet) Company Directory - Search Results Page This example shows the search results page for the tablet company directory. Picture:
(Smartphone) Company Directory - Search Results Page This example shows the search results page of the smartphone company directory. (New Year's) If you use a large form factor, such as a tablet or workstation, a filter pane appears on the left side of the page that shows the number of items that meet your search criteria. Select facet links to further filter the results to see
which employee meets the additional criteria. For large form-factor devices, the page is reset to display only those that meet the additional criteria. The page also displays the criteria selected in the fields at the top of the page. To undo a filter item, click X, or click Delete All to remove all filters. (New Year's) If you're using a small form factor, such as a smartphone, the page
displays a Search Filter button. Select the button to access a separate filter page and select the facets. After you have identified all the conditions, select Done to return to the Search Results page. If the filters are in place, the Filter button will be green, and the Select Filters button will appear on the page. Click this button to view the filters, or Filters. Select an employee line to
access a person's profile pages. The Enterprise Directory Profile tab appears in a multi-panel layout. Header: The header appears in the top panel and includes the employee's name, position, and related actions menu icon, where he can access other self-service transactions for the employee, if any. See also Profile page header. (New Year's) Left navigation to access pages
When you use a large form factor device, such as a tablet or workstation, the Profile tab displays a left navigation panel. This panel on the left lists the different page categories in the employee profile. Click the page name in the left panel to display the content to the right or the main panel. Picture: Enterprise Directory - Profile Page Layout This example shows the layout of the
Profile tab in the enterprise directory of a larger device. In the left pane, you'll see a list of page category tabs, and the content for the current category will appear in the right panel. These category pages and pages may contain: Note: In this topic, page illustrations display individual content pages on profile pages without the context of left panel navigation. Even though the left
navigation panel is not visible, keep in mind that the navigation panel appears within the limits of medium and large form factor pages. (New Year's) Organization group field to access pages: When you use a small device, such as a smartphone, you click a page category row in the Organization section, such as the Report Structure group, and are directed to that page. See
(Smartphone) Profile page. Content panel: In the main panel, the content of the employee that corresponds to the category page selected in the left panel on a medium or large device, and this is the default display when using a small device. Add-on panel: While using a small or large size factor tool, there is also a slide-out panel on the right side of the page to view related
information and run analytics reports.. See also The Enterprise Directory Extension Panel - Profile Pages. At the top of the Profile tabs in the Company Directory, a header appears that allows you to view a person's high-level data, perform related actions, add or remove the person from the list of favorite profiles, and access a graphical representation of the organization for large
size factor devices. Picture: (Table) Profile Page header: This example shows the header of the Profile Page on your tablet. Picture: (Smartphone profile page header This example shows the header of the Profile page of the smartphone. View a person's photo, name, address, and class in the profile page header. If peopletools 8.55 or later company directory - Profile pages
contain an add-on panel that gives you access to related related and simplified analytics. For more information about simplified analytics, see PeopleTools: Pivot Grid. Navigation: Click the Add-on Panel tab button on any Company Directory Profile page. Picture: (Tablet) Add-on panel for the Company Library - Profile page This example shows the settings of the add-on panel for
the company directory - Profile tab for the tablet. Picture: (Smartphone) Additional panel for the company library - Profile page This example shows the additional panel options of the Company Directory - Profile page for the smartphone. PeopleSoft Simplified Analytics For information about using the related information and my analytics page content and the Simplified Analysis
Wizard, see PeopleTools: Pivot Grid, Pivot Grid Models, which sees Pivot Grid models in liquid mode and Using Simplified Analytics, Creating and Using Simplified Analytics Reports. Profile (HRCD_PROFILE1_FL) allows you to view or access a person's information, such as contact information, organizational information, job information, personal statement, or links to your profile.
Navigation: Click the Company Directory tile on the Delivered Employee Self-Service or Operator Self-Service Fluid Home (or any other home page with tile) on your smartphone. Select a person from your favorite profiles, recently viewed profiles, or perform a new search and select a person from the search results. Select View my profile on the Show my profile icon on your
banner smartphone to see your profile. Picture: (Smartphone) Profile Page (1/3) This example shows the fields and controls on the Profile - Contact Information tab (1/3) of the smartphone. Picture: (Smartphone) Profile Page (2/3) This example shows the fields and controls on the Profile - Contact Information page (2/3) of the smartphone. Picture: (Smartphone) Profile Page (3/3)
This example shows the fields and controls on the Profile - Contact Information tab (3/3) of the smartphone. When you access the company directory from a smartphone, all profile information for the employee is displayed on this page. The page is set up to display the following sections: The Organization section shows you how to view more details by choosing this section to view
contact information, such as phone numbers, emails, and location information. See also Address map page. To view similar data using your tablet, see the (Tablet) Profile Contact Information page. In this section, you can view the employee manager, reporting structure, direct reports, peers, and the groups you have access to. Not all series for all employees. In this section, you
can view a person's company and task information. See also (Tablet) Profile - Task Details page. Use It section to view the personal statement that a person has added to their profile. If you're on your profile, use the Add Personal Statement or Edit button to access the Personal Statement page and add, update, or delete a personal statement or comment. See also : (Table)
Profile - Page - In this section, you can view links to people you've added to your profile. If you're on your profile, you can use the Add or Edit buttons to access your Personal Statement page and add, update, or delete a link to your profile. See also (Tablet) Profile - Page - Profile - Contact Information page (HRCD_PROFILE1_FL or HRCD_PROFILE4_FL) from a large form factor
to view contact information such as phone numbers, emails, and location information. Navigation: Click the Company Directory tile on the Delivered Employee Self-Service or Operator Self-Service Fluid Home page (or any other home page with the tile). Then select a person from your favorite profiles, recently viewed profiles, or perform a new search and select a person from the
search results. Select the Action List icon in the banner to select View My Profile to view your profile. On the Profile tab, in the left pane, click the Contact Information tab. Picture: (Tablet) Profile - Contact Information Page This example shows the fields and controls on the Profile - Contact Information tab in the table. This panel displays contact information, such as phone
numbers, email addresses, and where you work. The fields that appear on this page are based on the configuration configurations that are defined on the Settings page on the Chart and Profile Settings - Profile Content tab for the Enterprise Directory Fluid Organization View type. To view this content on a smartphone, see (Smartphone) profile page. Use the Address Map
(HR_ADDR_MAP_FL) to see the employee's location on the map. Note: To view this button and view the map, your organization must have a license and an authorized Oracle Maps Service for PeopleSoft in the installation table - Third party/system page. Navigation: Click View Address Map from different places on the Company Directory Profile tabs. Picture: Address map tab:
This example shows the Address Map page. On the More Contacts page (HRCD_PRFOILE1_SCF), you can add, update, or delete additional contact information in your personal profile, such as your home phone number, mobile or email addresses. Navigation: Click Add Partner Information (+) on the Profile - Contact Information page of your profile. Click Edit (pencil) on the
Profile - Contact Information page of your profile. Picture: Additional contact page: This example shows the fields and controls on the Additional Contact page. Use the Profile Report Structure (HRCD_PROFILE1_FL, HRCD_PROFILE4_FL, HRCD_PROFILE2_FL) to view the reporting structure structure the person whose profile you have access to. Navigation: If you are using a
large form factor tool, select the Report Structure tab in the left pane of the Profile tab. If you are using a small device, select the Report Structure row on the Profile tab. Picture: (Table) Profile - Reporting Structure tab: This example shows the fields and controls on the Profile - Report Structure tab in the table. Picture: (Smartphone) Profile - Reporting Structure Page This example
shows the Profile - Report Structure page of your smartphone. To access that person's profile, select an employee node. When a person report to a dotted line manager, the pages also show the connection. Although it appears directly on larger screens, small devices display a direct line and dotted line tab to view different types of reports. Picture: (Smartphone) Reporting
Structure: Direct Line Page This example shows the smartphone reporting structure: A direct line page when a person reports to one or more dotted line managers. Picture: (Smartphone) Reporting structure: Dotted line page This example shows the smartphone reporting structure: A dotted line page when a person reports to one or more dotted line managers. If a person report to
more than one dotted line manager, that connection appears on the pages. Although it appears directly on the low aspect ratio reporting structure: A dotted line item page, the large scale displays the number of dotted line managers for that person, and then a secondary page (Tablet) &lt;Number&gt;dotted line managers page to view dotted line managers. Picture: (Tablet) Profile -
Reporting Structure Tab (multiple dotted line managers) This example shows the Report Structure tab when a person reports to more than one dotted line manager. You can use &lt;Number&gt;Dotted Line Managers (HRCD_DOT_LINE_SCF) to view a person's dotted line managers. Picture: (Tablet) &lt;Number&gt;Dotted Line managers Page This example shows the
&lt;Number&gt;Dotted Line managers page. Select an employee node to access that person's profile, or delete the page to return to the Profile Reporting Structure page. Use Profile - Dotted Line Management (HRCD_PROFILE1_FL or HRCD_PROFILE5_FL) to create or remove dotted line report relationships. Navigation: If you are using a large form factor tool, select the
Manage dotted line tab in the left pane of the Profile tab. Select The Dotted Row Management line on the employee's Profile tab if you are using a small device device. Note The Profile tab does not display the Manage dotted line page or line item if you have not been given the role of managing dotted line links for that person. Picture: (Tablet) - Manage dotted row page This
example shows the fields and controls in your profile - Manage&lt;/Number&gt; &lt;/Number&gt; &lt;/Number&gt; &lt;/Number&gt; &lt;/Number&gt; Tablet tab. Picture: (Smartphone) Profile - Dotted Row Page Management This example shows the fields and controls on the Profile -Dotted Line Management tab of your smartphone. Use this page to view and manage the dotted line
reports and managers of the person you're viewing. When you view for yourself or one of your direct line reports and for the Dotted Line role, the page displays buttons that you can use to add or remove people from that person's dotted line reporting structure. If you cannot create dotted line links for a person, this page will not be available. Note: The Requests pending approval
section is visible only on the requester's or originator's page. It does not appear on the page to the people to whom the application is submitted. The Requests Pending approval section also doesn't appear on the page if you don't have a pending request. If you add or remove a dotted line link with your own direct reports, the person is automatically added to the Dotted Line tab.
However, if the person report to another manager, they first send an approval request to the manager. After the request is approved, the connection is displayed on the profile - dotted line page of the person. To see requests that haven't been approved, access your profile and expand My Requests for Approval. See also: Use liquid approvals to approve dotted line links.
Administrators can also view and create dotted line links. For more information, see Use the PeopleSoft Fluid User Interface to manage HR management tasks as administrators and dotted line links as administrators. On the Person Selection page (HR_PSEL_FLU), you can search for and select a person as a dotted line report or a dotted line report manager. Picture: (Table)
Select person tab This example shows the fields and controls on the Person Selection tab in the table. Picture: (Smartphone) Select Person Page This example shows the fields and controls on the Person Selection page of your smartphone. Type a person's name, and then click Search. Click a person's line to add it as a dotted line report or manager. You will be asked to confirm
whether you want to add this person as a dotted line report or manager. If you add or remove a dotted line link with your own direct reports, the person is automatically added to the Dotted Line tab. However, if the person report to another manager, they first send an approval request to the manager. After the request is approved, the connection is displayed on the profile - dotted
line page of the person. The uns approved access your own profile and my requests - Pending approval section. To approve a dotted line request, use the Pending Approvals - dotted row face. On the Employee Details (HR_PSEL_SCF) page, you can view additional information about an employee. Navigation: If you're using a small device, such as a smartphone, click the Newer
icon on the Person Selection page. Picture: (Smartphone) Employee Details Page This example shows the fields and controls on the Employee Details page of the smartphone. Use the Profile - Directs page (HRCD_PROFILE1_FL, HRCD_PROFILE4_FL, HRCD_PROFILE3_FL) to view direct or dotted line reports for the person profile you've reached. Navigation: If you are using
a large form factor tool, select the Directs tab in the left pane of the Profile tab. If you are using a small device, select the Directs line on the profile tab of the employee. Note: The Profile tab does not display the Directs tab or line item if the person you are viewing is not a leader or dotted line report manager with direct reports. Picture: (Tablet) Profile - Page Control: This example
shows the fields and controls on the Profile - Direct tab for a tablet. Picture: (Smartphone) Controls the page This example shows the fields and controls on the Directs side of your smartphone. Use this page to view the direct reports of the person you are viewing. The default sort order is by display name. Click Sort to change the order. Select a person's line to access that
person's profile pages. When a leader makes a dotted line report, the Directs tab will include a dotted line reports section. Picture: (Tablet) Profile - Sort a page when a person has made dotted line reports: This example shows the fields and controls on the Profile - Direct tab if the person has created dotted line reports for a tablet. Picture: (Smartphone) Profile - Sort a page when a
person has made dotted line reports: This example shows the fields and controls on the Profile - Direct page if the person has made dotted line reports from a smartphone. Note: The Dotted Line Reports section doesn't appear on the page if you or the person you're viewing doesn't have dotted line reports. If a non-manager has created dotted line reports, only the Dotted Line
Reports section appears on this page. You cannot add or delete dotted line reports from this page. To manage dotted line reports, access the Profile - Dotted Row Page Management page. On the Profile - Companions page (HRCD_PROFILE1_FL, HRCD_PROFILE4_FL, or HRCD_PROFILE3_FL), you can view the peers or the people profile that you've reached in the content
area, sorted by display name. Navigation: Large select the Peers tab in the left pane of the Profile tab. If you're using a small device, select the Companions line on the employee's Profile page. Note: The Profile tab does not display the Companions tab or line if the the data viewed has no peers. Picture: (Table) Profile - Peers Page This example shows the fields and controls on
the Profile - Companions tab in the table. Picture: (Smartphone) Companions Page This example shows the fields and controls on the Peers side of your smartphone. Select a person's line to access that person's profile pages. To view the list of Matrix team members, use the Other Teams &lt;Team name=&gt;– page (HRCD_PROFILE1_FL, HRCD_PROFILE4_FL,
HRCD_PROFILE3_FL). Navigation: If you're using a large form factor tool, select the Other Teams tab in the left pane of the Profile tab, and then select a team name. If you are using a small device, select the &lt;Team name=&gt;row on the employee's Profile tab. Click the Other Teams tab to expand the list of groups, and then select a &lt;Team name=&gt;tab in the left pane of
the Company Directory tab or on an employee's Profile tab. Note: On the Profile tab, you won't see the Other Team tabs or &lt;Team name=&gt;lines if the person you're viewing isn't associated with you or the team available to the public. Picture: (Tablet) Other teams - &lt;Team name=&gt;Page: This example shows the fields and controls on the Other Teams tab in the table
&lt;Team name=&gt;. Picture: (Smartphone) Page This example shows the &lt;Team name=&gt;fields and controls on the smartphone side &lt;Team name=&gt;be. Use this page to view people from a specific group. (New Year's) If you use a larger device, the parent category of other teams appears in the left pane. Click this category tab to see the subcategories of the groups to
which the person is assigned. Select a person's line to access that person's profile pages. Use Profile Task Details (HRCD_PROFILE1_FL or HRCD_PROFILE4_FL) to view information about a person's personal company and task. Navigation: Select the Task Details tab in the left pane of the Profile tab. Picture: (Tablet) Profile - Task Details Page This example shows the fields
and controls on the Profile - Task Details tab in the table. This page contains information about a specific person's task. The fields that appear on this page are based on the configuration configurations that are defined on the Chart and Profile Settings - Profile Content tab for the Enterprise Directory Fluid Organization View. To view a person's task information on a smartphone,
read the (Smartphone) profile page. You can use the Profile HRCD_PROFILE1_FL or HRCD_PROFILE4_FL) page to view your personal statement or links to your profile. Navigation: On the Profile tab, in the left pane, select About. Picture: (Tablet) Profile - From the page This is the example Profile - Shows the fields and controls on the tablet tab. To view a person's personal
statement or link or update their own information on a smartphone, see (Smartphone)&lt;/Team&gt; &lt;/Team&gt; &lt;/Team&gt; &lt;/Team&gt; &lt;/Team&gt; &lt;/Team&gt; &lt;/Team&gt; Page. You can use HRCD_PROFILE3S_SCF (personal statement) to add, update, delete, or comment on your profile. Navigation Select edit personal statement on the Profile - My Profile - About
page. Picture: Personal Statement Page This example shows the fields and controls on the Personal Statement page. The Personal Statement page opens in a modal, resized window. Type the text, and then click Save to display the profile text - About the page. Link (HRCD_PROFILE3L_SCF) lets you link, update, or delete site links to your personal profile. Navigation: Choose
Add Link to Profile - My Profile - - - - - Click an existing link line on the Profile - My Profile - - About page. Picture: Link tab: This example shows the fields and controls on the Link tab. The Link tab appears in a modal, resizeable window. Type the text, and then click Save to display the link on the Profile - From Page tab. Use the Enterprise Directory Organization Chart
(HRCD_ORG_CHART_FL) to view a person's hierarchical reporting structure. Navigation: Click View organization chart in the Profile Page header. Note The Enterprise Directory Organization Chart page is not available from the small device. Picture: (Tablet) Enterprise Directory Organ Chart Page This example shows the fields and controls on the Company Directory
Organization chart sheet in the table. Picture: (Smartphone) Company Directory Org Chart Page This example shows the fields and controls on the corporate directory orgonia chart page of your smartphone. In the first image, the page is in portrait mode, the second image is landscaped. Use this page to view a graphical representation of a person's reporting structure (up to three
layers), and the person in the focus node is usually at the middle level. The first level displays the supervisor and dotted line guide of the person you are viewing; the third level displays the direct and dotted line reports of the person you are viewing. If there is no report of this person, the third level will be empty. Swipe left or right to see organizational change to see all nodes.
Direct drivers and reports are a node field surrounded by a continuous line. Dotted line managers and reports appear in a node field surrounded by a dotted line. The focus node appears larger and of a different color. You'll also see a button on the Related Action menu that you can select a list of self-service transactions that can be executed for that person. Click another person's
node to change the focus of the organization chart. After the focus node, click the name the person accessing the profile pages of that person. Person. Person.
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